
 

 Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Lamothe Date Created / Revised: 1/20/20 

Six Weeks Period: 6th Grade Level & Course: 11th & Physics 

Timeline:  13 Days Unit Title: Modern Physics Lesson # 02 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

The student knows simple examples of atomic, nuclear, and quantum phenomena. The student is 
expected to: 

P.5A Research and describe the historical development of the concepts of gravitational, 
electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear forces 

P.5H Describe evidence for and effects of the strong and weak nuclear forces in nature 

P.8A Describe the photoelectric effect and the dual nature of light; 

P.8B Compare and explain the emission spectra produced by various atoms; 

P.8C. Describe the significance of mass-energy equivalence and apply it in explanations of 
phenomena such as nuclear stability, fission, and fusion and; 

P.8D Give examples of applications of atomic and nuclear phenomena such as radiation therapy, 
diagnostic imaging, and nuclear power and examples of applications of quantum phenomena such as 
digital cameras. 

 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

Classical models of matter do not correctly describe matter and energy at the atomic level and below. 

The Bohr model of atoms consists of a heavy positive nucleus with electrons in planetary-like motion 
in specific orbits around the nucleus with specific energies. The spectra from these atoms are 
described by quantum mechanical ideas. 

The nucleus also has an internal structure and is composed of protons and neutrons held together 
with nuclear forces.  These forces result in nuclear fission and nuclear fusion. 

E=mc2 describes the conversion of mass to energy, which occurs in fission and fusion processes. 

Atomic, nuclear, and quantum theory have applications useful in modern life.  

General relativity describes corrections to universal gravitation for very massive and fast moving 
objects (Possible pre-AP extension) 

 

Misconceptions ● Students may associate nuclear reactions with only danger and/or destruction 



● Many students have had very limited exposure to topics in modern physics 

 

Key Vocabulary  Quantum                                                   Wave-particle duality 
De Broglie wave length                             line spectra 
Energy level                                              isotope 
Planck’s constant                                      metastable state  
Atomic lifetime                                          photoelectric effect 
Black body radiation                                 correspondence principle 
Bohr model of atom                                  excited state 
Rutherford scattering                                ground state 
Photon                                                      probability 
Transition                                                  coherent light 
Uncertainty principle                                 electromagnetic spectrum 
Laser                                                        radioactive 
Atomic transition                                       fission 
Stimulated emission                                 wave function 
Radiation therapy                                     unstable 
Uncertainty principle                                 fusion 
 
  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1 
Engage 
(consider just 
discussing EM 
waves, then 
starting Light 
Labs) 

Objective: Relate the right hand rule to electromagnetic waves & research 
the different types of EM waves.  
 
Bellringer: What do you think of when you hear “radiation” (images, 
movies, facts, etc) 
Modern Day 1 slides  
 
Partner Quick Research in book to illustrate & explain 1 part of the EM 
Spectrum. (1 group gets “what do all EM Waves have in common) may 
have to have multiple partners have same thing 
 
Show SciShow Radiation. Demo Phet Radio simulation, discuss nature & 
production of EM waves 
 
Students read 710, 711, & top of  712 & 715 to answer:  
 
1. How are electromagnetic waves produced? 
2. What does a changing magnetic field produce? 
3. What does a changing electric field produce? 
4. How fast do em- waves travel? 
5. List a few types of em waves based off of the middle of the chart on 
page 712. 
6. Is (visible) light the most common form of EM waves (see chart on 712). 
7. Common Uses of EM waves? 
p. 715 : What is a carrier wave, what does a radio signal change (vary) 
about a wave to carry information? 
 
EM Waves info by manipulation of Frequency or Amplitude 
 
P. 719 23 & 24,  or 43 & 46 
Video reference https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfXzwh3KadE 
 
Consider sharing EM wave Phyznotes  Making EM Waves Notes  

● Electromagnetic 
Spectrum PPT and 
Investigative question 
activity and poster 
paper. 

●  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11ZVbyTWGXae_0cbtVbcV2bnjh2UEHMWSfNj3-B6RuF8/edit#slide=id.g38c36e9491_0_290
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfXzwh3KadE
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/14-LIGHT/G-EM_Waves.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/14-LIGHT/G-Making_Waves_5.pdf


Closing task:  Describe how EM waves are produced & contrast types 
of EM waves. 

Day 2 
 

Modern Day 2  
 
Show animation of AM & FM waves & relate to carrier wave 
 
Students Complete CPO Light Labs 
 (just pring out pages 1-4 of instructions and have students record answers 
on own paper)  
http://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-supp
ort/light_optics_sample_investigation.pdf  
 
Post-lab light questions  (consider adding how voltage relates to color of 
lightbulb as transition into quantum physics) 

 

Day 3 Engage 
         /Explain 
 

Modern Day 3  
 
 
Consider introducing photoelectric effect as intro to troubles with classical 
view of light as purely a wave.  (demo big pendulum ask what the energy 
of the pendulum depens on? frequency or amplitude) 
 
Discuss Maxwell, EM waves, photoelectric effect as trouble for wave 
theory. Introduce what it means for something to be quantized with 
youtube video of Dunkin Donuts tribute to Big Papi. 
Demo emission tubes  
 
Students Read 732, 734-735, 737 
 
Words to know: threshold frequency, photon, get it? questions on 734 
application of photoelectric effect, work function 
Students finish lab 

 

Day 4 
 

Veritasium 2 videos on JJ Thompson discovery of electron video 
Demo Phet Rutherford experiment 
Atomic Battleships Play battleship as an analogy for indirect 
experiment discovering nucleus  
 
 
end with first 9 minutes of bbc documentary Documentary Questions  
Possibly close out with this thought. Take a lightbulb, the hotter it gets, 
the brighter it gets...but it only goes to white, why doesn’t it go to blue? 
If I add more and more energy it should go to blue. Take the sun for 
instance. It is super super hot, but why isn’t it glowing blue? Why is it 
so hard to get light to be ultraviolet? Then show minutephysics intro to 
quantum mechanics. 

Modern Day 4  

 
Day 5 

Photoelectric Effect Simulation  
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/Photoelectri
cEffect/index.html  
 Photoelectric Effect Activity Notes  
show Solar cell hooked up to an ammeter 
 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L81y5-vLK-Kvk3FzEsOdmFdBSnBmMxKMJVALrdqTA5U/edit#slide=id.p
http://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-support/light_optics_sample_investigation.pdf
http://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-support/light_optics_sample_investigation.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AGhbUL7WU4HpzYaN4tk-y5r9J1yMZtgmrlmB96Z08u0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zBITZisfxnv3U7L9eQaRZRcNrFtCNXxbiwdfsXE-QZs/edit#slide=id.g378be0eba7_0_4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cmeOieqBVw0hDs0yPU-YZ4t7RLvBlUk5QGFwmo3O-20/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G8wtvra8Pxg35rWYLASRohV4SOLrl7pGEyTBO8crz2Y/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14Ct5NNZQKPK_0KX2Lv-htn48vQRBVqrobvd3H0WiT5I/edit#slide=id.g38c36e9491_0_319
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14r_4TGG2msgnUD87KlHm-Ab0WhMsi3Hu8L3lgU8tUb0/edit
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/PhotoelectricEffect/index.html
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/PhotoelectricEffect/index.html
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XhNbNHAr7LF-tBTi9Hn3s2IpkLdAdI3gsSTRkgfVHLs/edit#slide=id.p19


Day 6  Bellringer about momentum & measurement 
Students read  739-740 Compton effect 
1st paragraph: what did photoelectric effect show about light 
What did Compton show about light & momentum 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voUi8RtmVRw&t=1s  
 
Kahoot! Review 

Quantum Notes Revised  

Day 7 
 

Modern Day 7  
Objective: See how the Rutherford model was incomplete and how 
Bohr used the emission spectrum to propose a new model. 
Predict what kind of light would result from various energy level drops. 
See the usefulness of laser applications all stemming from Einstein’s 
proposal of stimulated emission.  
 
Read about Emission spectrum and how Rutherford model couldn’t 
quite explain it. Then read how Bohr explained it with a new model of 
the atom.  
Simple Identifying samples activity with skittles (eyes closed, then with 
eyes & nose closed) 
 
Video Clip of CNN Laser Weapons 
Video Clip of Veritasium laser hair removal in slow motion (not entire 
clip) 
Discuss properties of wavelength that make it useful (single 
wavelength, intense because of constructive interference, focused) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=oUEbMjtWc-A  
 
 
Read p. 754  explain emission spectrum 
P. 756 answer get it ? question , also describe problems with planetary 
model 
P. 758 energy of an atom 
P. 761 Get it ?  
P. 758 How did Bohr explain the emission spectrum? 
p. 761 discuss energy level transitions 

● https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions
/view/3409 

● https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/ph
otoelectric 

●  

Day 8 
 

Model Photoelectric effect with CPO Rollercoaster, steel marbles, & 
Physics Stand (use as class demo instead of Lab)  review Work 
Function & Threshold Frequency. 
 
Quantum TIPERS Stations  Print out pages, cut out & tape at 9 
different stations, have students walk around and answer each.  
 

● McGraw Hill textbook chapter 27 section 2 
 

 
Modern Day 8  

Day 8  
 

Modern Day 9  
 
Quiz 
Veritasium How Neutrons Changed Everything  

 

Day 10  
 
 

Objective: Use corks, magnets, & tape to model the strong nuclear 
force. Nuclear Day 1 slides  
 
de broglie waves stable electron orbits 
Calculations with De Broglie Wave equation 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voUi8RtmVRw&t=1s
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18t8HpCLfWQa4XaqtcEJ5t8pWX9yXFpkWmxbQbLzZw20/edit#slide=id.g51322f6a69_0_107
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Dr0z2MMWXv7OS0YqBLY6P6kSVvdFOED6dP3ugYMlGZU/edit#slide=id.g38fdf98503_0_27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=oUEbMjtWc-A
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions/view/3409
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions/view/3409
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/photoelectric
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/photoelectric
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OjJNnPN8OVyr7sNKj1ZSb6K5_3aUeh_TPTkjWh9OOOQ
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pR5b2b_1hBbHjfTijW864x3IQYfmng7CrUZMALycugQ/edit#slide=id.g38fdf98503_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tIYyl99gLCbOu93mflHk_HWJ1XVsRcYyrff_KOy4E30/edit#slide=id.g38fdf98503_0_5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HD3k1hgbUXQ
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HRU0b9VsXRHADWd22lviRcjvc2ySIUmHaSc_mYOa0k8/edit#slide=id.p


 
Nuclear Model MiniLab  
 
Reading Questions:  
P. 804 Compare & Contrast Strong Force with Electromagnetic force 
P. 805  Write down what each variable in e=mc2 represents.  
P. 808 What does it mean for something to be radioactive? 
P. 808 What will something decay into? 
P. 814 Describe the 3 uses in medicine 
p. 814 Fission What is it? Why is energy so huge? 
p. 815 How are chain reactions controlled? 
816 (in 3rd paragraph) what are the steps described to generate electricity 
from a nuclear power plant? 
P. 817 Describe nuclear fusion. 
 
Closing Task: Contrast the strong force to EM & Gravity, using the 
strength of the Strong Nuclear Force to explain why nuclear reactions 
are so dramatic. 

Day 9 Explore/ 
          Explain 
 
 

Nuclear Day 2  
Objective: Use dominos to model chain fission reactions. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gERUtbtkRc  
Veritasium Fusion  
Reading questions:  
 
 
Domino effect minilab (Conceptual Physics 98) 
Closing Tasks: Create a controlled and uncontrolled chain reaction 
 
Review Reading Questions 

 

Day 10 
Elaborate: 
 

 
Kahoot (use questions from Multiple Choice Samples  
 
I Got The Power Wind Turbine Design Challenge  

 
Nuclear Day 3 Slides  
 
 
 
 
 

Day 11 Evaluate 
 

Nuclear Day 4  
(atom building game or begin wind design) 
  
 

●  

Day 12 
 

 
 
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub_energy2_lesson0
7_activity2  
Flinn Wind Generator Lab as transition into final project  
https://stem.northeastern.edu/programs/ayp/fieldtrips/activities/tu
rbines/ as alternate for boat building  
 
Boat Project Intro Designs  

●  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NJkyxnHjNtXFgj2_I2JFcAN7JUdTV9nFyZtDMFevH5g/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L2WUA5x5FOF9UybRlhmpdXgwv90H491VxntJQYFvtBI/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gERUtbtkRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ux33-5k8cjg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1giv6wzfmxn3MREF0Jd4s1Tf-vDfHLxwtlqJLjqfr0Qk/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/174C2_bizPz7YJ6S3W3xJnN2UlfHNWRBkwOi0H_3hoJo/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19A_fOYZhzKYWaXkREjLAuT2g6KK3Rowz3TlhpnoFoVw/edit#slide=id.g395fd4acaa_0_105
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1exdLBaAICOR8mEn40i0IT8r9osAd6Vro5QHQgiAX3U8/edit#slide=id.g37a9c822f6_0_0
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub_energy2_lesson07_activity2
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub_energy2_lesson07_activity2
https://www.flinnsci.com/generating-electricity-with-wind---flinn-stem-design-challenge/ap8051/?utm_term=Generating%20Electricity%20with%20Wind%20title&utm_campaign=Mar%20%2718%20HS%20Physics_PS_Earth%20Day&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Net-Results&utm_content=Mar%20%2718%20Earth%20Day_HS%20Physics_Email%201#
https://stem.northeastern.edu/programs/ayp/fieldtrips/activities/turbines/
https://stem.northeastern.edu/programs/ayp/fieldtrips/activities/turbines/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ItCldkwb6u60YvW5S0Yw1vY_9f5HYe-7HdmVPV-W7no/edit#slide=id.g39df2e25c6_0_107


Day 13 
 

Build Propellers like Youtube Propellers from old gift cards 
(consider printing out stencils instead of using protractors)  

●  

  ●  

extra work extra  
 
 
https://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-su
pport/atom_building_game_instructions.pdf  
CPO Atom Building Game  
 
 
 
Engage: 
     Place a small 3.83 volt bulb at each team table. Have student 
groups create a circuit with the bulb and one battery, then two, then 
three, then four. Students are to record their observations about the 
brightness and color of the bulb. Then attempt to explain what causes 
the change in the color relating to what they know about color and 
frequency and the color of light. 
     Provide this answer for students to copy after their prediction and 
help them build the connections: The color change occurs because the 
higher the temperature filament emits radiation with a higher peak 
frequency. The higher frequency end of the visible spectrum mixes in 
blue and violet colors with the red and orange resulting in the filament 
appearing whiter. See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7pACq_xWyw from 2:30 for 
animation. 
Explain: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-1zjdUTu0o 
     Use the movie/video clip from McGraw-Hill physics to demonstrate 
the photoelectric effect. Students are to keep notes. Connect ideas of 
minimum threshold frequency with critical angle and present the idea 
that energy that travels in waves comes in “packets” that can be 
energized or emitted once the threshold is met, but occur in integers. 
Heat is a form of energy that can be measured by temperature and as 
temperature increases and energy increases the power released 
through the photoelectric effect increases, how much? Power, 
measured in Watts, is proportional to T4, so if you doubled the 
temperature of an object, the power it would release would be 24, or 16 
times greater.  
Leave students with Plank’s Constant and his hypothesis about 
emission spectra E=nhf and a description of what each term of the 
energy of vibration equation means.  
 
 
  
Introduce Boat Project (or at least tell students they’ll need certain materials 
for the project that they need to begin collecting) 
 
Quantum Notes  
 
●  

● www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt 
 
Applications of Lasers  (turn in with yesterday’s 5 questions from 
book)) 

● dc motors, lab stands, 
box fan, corks, 
multimeters, 
construction paper, 
multimeters 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfMMIDkvibQ
https://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-support/atom_building_game_instructions.pdf
https://freyscientific.com/FREY/media/downloads/cpo/equipment-tech-support/atom_building_game_instructions.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7pACq_xWyw
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HX16QdHOjpHiPVcnlYcFdNiWv1pVx8X08CcozYK6ebE/edit#slide=id.g38fdfa2e5d_0_56
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt
http://www.physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/phys10/lectures/19_quantum.ppt


2-3 paragraphs In your own words 
With Computer or book (p. 768-770) 
topics: 
Quantum Tunneling & Touchscreens (p. 744) 
Lasers in DVD’s (p. 768) 
Laser Cooling (youtube) 
Lasers in Medicine (lasik eye surgery)(internet) 
 
Questions to consider: 
How does it work? Any dangers associated with it? (if so, what 
precautions are taken) 
Is it used for moving energy/information? 
What are the characteristics of laser light that make it well suited for the 
job? 
Include at least 1 drawing to help explanation 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


